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ABSTRACT 

Present investigation depicted three sorts of logical parts of execution of India banking sector for 

example Productivity, Profitability, and Financial Efficiency. Banking sector changes in India 

endeavour to build benefit, productivity and effectiveness of the financial foundations the current 

financial foundations need to confront the worldwide rivalry. As an outcome, there has not exclusively 

been quick development in the quantity of banking organizations in the country, however the financial 

skyline of the nation has likewise changed altogether with the passage of new private sector and 

unfamiliar banks. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Banking Sector changes were started to update the working standard wellbeing and financial adequacy 

of the banks. The Government of India arrangement the Narasimham Committee in 1991, to analyze all 

perspectives identifying with construction, association and working of the Indian financial framework 

the suggestions of the board of trustees pointed toward making at cutthroat and proficient financial 

framework.  Another board of trustees which is Khan Committee was organized by RBI in December, 

1997 to look at the harmonization of the job and activities of improvement financial foundations and 

banks. It presented its report in 1998. The significant suggestions were a slow more towards 

widespread banking, investigating the chance of gain full consolidation as between banks, banks and 

financial organizations.  At that point the Verma Committee was set up this panel suggested the 

requirement for more noteworthy utilization of IT even in the feeble public sector banks, rebuilding of 

frail banks yet not combining them with solid banks, VRS for in any event 25% of the staff. The 

Banking Sector changes pointed toward improving the approach outline work, financial wellbeing and 

institutional framework, there two period of the financial changes. Narasimham Committee gave the 

blue print to the underlying changes in financial sector following the equilibrium of instalment 

emergency in 1991. 

Banking structure in India:  

The design of Indian financial framework that created during the pre freedom time frame was with no 

purposive control and bearing. There were no complete financial laws with the exception of the Bank 

Charter Act 1876 which directed the three managing bank and the Indian Companies Act 1913 gave 

some protected gatekeepers against bank disappointments. 
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Role of reserve bank of India:  

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is the central banking arrangement of India and controls the financial 

approach of the Rupee just as money reserves. The foundation was set up on 1 April 1935 during the 

British Raj as per the arrangements of the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 and has a significant 

influence in the improvement procedure of the public authority. It is a part bank of the Asian Clearing 

Union. The Reserve Bank of India was established under the reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 to direct 

the issue of bank notes and the upkeep of reserves with the end goal of getting the money related 

dependability in India and by and large to work the cash and credit arrangement of the country for its 

potential benefit.  

The central bank was established in 1935 to react to monetary difficulties after th First World War. The 

Reserve Bank of India was set up on the suggestions of the Hilton Young Commission. The 

commission presented its report in the year 1926, however the bank was not set up for an additional 

nine years. The Preamble of the Reserve Bank of India depicts the essential elements of the Reserve 

Bank as to manage the issue of bank notes, to keep reserves with the end goal of getting money related 

steadiness in India and for the most part to work the cash and credit framework to the greatest 

advantage of the country.  

The Central Office of the Reserve Bank was at first settled in Kolkata; Bengal however was for all time 

moved to Mumbai in 1937. The Reserve Bank kept on going about as the central bank for Myanmar till 

Japanese control of Burma and later up to April 1947; however Burma withdrew from the Indian Union 

in 1937. After segment, the Reserve Bank filled in as the central bank for Pakistan until June 1948 

when the State Bank of Pakistan started tasks. Despite the fact that initially set up as an investors' bank, 

the RBI has been completely possessed by the public authority of India since its nationalization in 

1949. 

Functions of reserve bank of India:  

As a central bank, the Reserve Bank has huge forces and obligations to perform. For smooth and 

expedient advancement of the Indian Financial System, it needs to play out some significant errands. 

Among others it incorporates keeping up money related and financial steadiness, to create and keep up 

stable instalment framework, to advance and foster financial foundation and to direct or control the 

financial organizations. 

[A] Traditional functions:  

Customary capacities are those capacities which each central bank of every country plays out 

everywhere on the world. Fundamentally these capacities are in accordance with the goals with which 

the bank is set up. It incorporates principal elements of the Central Bank. They include the 

accompanying undertakings. 

(i) Issue Of The Currency Notes:  

The RBI has the sole right or authority or restraining infrastructure of giving cash notes aside from one 

rupee note and coins of more modest section. These cash notes are lawful delicate given by the RBI. At 

present it is in groups of Rs. 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 500, and 1,000. 
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(ii) Banker to the Banks:  

The RBI being a summit monitory establishment has mandatory forces to guide, help and direct other 

commercial banks in the country. The RBI can handle the volumes of banks reserves and permit 

different banks to make credit around there. 

[B] Developmental functions:  

Alongside the routine customary capacities, central banks particularly in the non-industrial nation like 

India need to play out various capacities. These capacities are country explicit capacities and can 

change as per the prerequisites of that country. The RBI has been proceeding as an advertiser of the 

financial framework since its beginning. A portion of the significant advancement elements of the RBI 

are kept up underneath. 

(i) Development of the Financial System:  

The financial framework contains the financial foundations, financial business sectors and financial 

instruments. The sound and productive financial framework is a precondition of the fast monetary 

advancement of the country. The RBI has empowered foundation of principle banking and non-banking 

organizations to take into account the credit necessities of different sectors of the economy. 

(ii) Development of Agriculture:  

In an agrarian economy like our own, the RBI needs to give exceptional thoughtfulness regarding the 

credit need of agribusiness and partnered exercises. It has effectively delivered administration toward 

this path by expanding the progression of credit to this sector. 

(iii)  Provision Of Industrial Finance:  

Rapid industrial growth is the way to quicker financial turn of events. In such manner, the satisfactory 

and ideal accessibility of credit to little, medium and enormous industry is exceptionally huge. In such 

manner the RBI has consistently been instrumental in setting up uncommon financial establishments 

like ICICI Ltd. IDBI, SIDBI and EXIM BANK and so forth. 

[C] Supervisory functions:  

The reserve bank additionally performs numerous administrative capacities. It has position to direct and 

regulate the whole banking and financial framework. A portion of its administrative capacities are 

given underneath. 

(i) Granting License to the Banks:  

The RBI awards permit to banks for conveying its business. Permit is likewise given for opening 

augmentation counters, new branches, even to shut down existing branches. 
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(ii) Bank Inspection:  

The RBI awards permit to banks functioning according to the mandates and in a judicious way without 

excessive danger. Notwithstanding this it can request periodical data from banks on different segments 

of resources and liabilities. 

Traditional banking functions:  

In everyday terms, the customary elements of a commercial bank can be grouped under after primary 

heads: 

1. Receiving of money on deposit:  

This is the main capacity of banks, as it is to a great extent through stores that a bank readies the reason 

for a few different exercises. The cash force of a bank, by which it helps to a great extent the business 

local area and different clients, relies significantly on the sums it can acquire via stores. The stores of a 

bank can appear as fixed, reserve funds or current stores. 

2. Lending of money:  

This function isn't without a doubt, vital yet is the central wellspring of benefit for banks. By loaning 

cash banks place assets at the removal of the borrower, in return for a guarantee of instalment sometime 

not too far off, empowering the borrowers to carry on their Business/useful exercises and meet their 

different prerequisites. Banks accordingly, assist their customers to address their issues with the cash 

loaned to them and return the cash with revenue according to concurred terms. The advances of a bank 

can appear as advances, cash, credits, charges buy/rebate offices. 

Functions of commercial banks: 

[1] Primary Function: 

(i) Acceptance of Deposits:  

A significant function of commercial banks is to draw in store from the public. Those individuals who 

have cash record and need their security; they store that measure of banks. Commercial banks 

acknowledge stores each class and source and assume liability to reimburse the store in a similar money 

at whatever point they are requested by contributors. 

(ii) Lending:  

Another function of commercial banks is to make credits and advance out of the store get in different 

structures. Bank Apply the gathered public stores to useful utilizations via advances and advances, 

overdraft and money credits against endorsed protections. 

[2] Secondary Functions: 

(i) Agency Services:  

1) Collection and Payment of Checks  
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2) Standing Instruction  

3) Acting as correspondence  

4) Collecting of bills-power, gas, WASA, phone and so forth  

5) Purchase and Sales of stocks/share-go about as a banker to issue  

(ii) Miscellaneous or General Services:  

1) Safe Custody  

2) Lockers-trustee  

3) Remittance offices – DD, TT, MT and  

4) Advisory administrations  

5) Providing Credit reports  

6) Opening L/C  

7) Demand in Forex/Travers Check just Authorized Dealer branches  

8) Complete assistance in Foreign Trade 

Challenges in banking sector:  

There has been impressive broadening and developing of the Indian financial framework in the new 

years. The upgraded job of the Banking sector in the Indian Economy, the expanding levels of 

liberation and the expanding levels of rivalry have put various requests on our Banks. The unfriendly 

results of malfunction of the Banking framework could be more extreme than previously. 

1. Improving Risk Management System:  

RBI had given rules on resource obligation the board and Risk Management Systems in Banks in 1999 

and Guidance Notes on Credit Risk Management and Market Risk Management in October 2002 and 

the Guidance note on Operational Risk Management in 2005. Despite the fact that Basel II spotlights 

essentially on hazards it execution can't be viewed as an end in itself. The current business climate 

requests an incorporated way to deal with hazard the executives. 

2. Rural Coverage:  

Indian nearby banks uncommonly state bank bunches having a decent inclusion and numerous branches 

in country regions. However, that is very deficient with regards to specialized improvement. The 

administrations accessible at urban communities are explicitly not accessible to provincial branches, 

which are vital if banks need to contend now daily. 
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3. Technological Problems:  

That is genuine that Indian banks were at that point begun modernized operations thus numerous other 

innovative up degree done however is this adequate? In metro urban communities Indian 

neighbourhood banks are having acceptable equivalent innovation however that can't be upheld and 

similar by the entire organization of different urban areas and town branches. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1. To study on Role of reserve bank of India and banking structure  

2. To study on Challenges in banking sector 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Research process in flow chart:  

The examination interaction comprises of various firmly related exercises, as demonstrated through I to 

VII. However, such exercises cover persistently as opposed to following a rigorously endorsed 

succession. Now and again, the initial step decides the idea of the last advance to be embraced. In the 

event that ensuing methods have not been considered in the beginning phases, genuine troubles may 

emerge which may even forestall the finishing of the examination. One ought to recollect that the 

different advances engaged with an exploration interaction are not totally unrelated; nor they are 

discrete and particular. 

1. Formulating the Research Problem:  

There are two sorts of research issues, viz., those which identify with conditions of nature and those 

which identify with connections between factors. At the very beginning the researcher should single out 

the difficult he needs to consider, i.e., he should choose the overall space of interest or part of a topic 

that he might want to ask into. At first the issue might be expressed in a wide broad manner and 

afterward the ambiguities, assuming any, identifying with the issue be settled. At that point, the 

plausibility of a specific arrangement must be considered before a functioning plan of the issue can be 

set up. 

Preparing the research design:  

The research issue having been detailed in obvious terms, the researcher will be needed to set up a 

research plan, i.e., he should express the applied design inside which research would be directed. The 

planning of such a plan works with research to be pretty much as proficient as conceivable yielding 

maximal data. As such, the function of research configuration is to accommodate the assortment of 

significant proof with insignificant consumption of exertion, time and cash. In any case, how all these 

can be accomplished relies predominantly upon the research reason. Research purposes might be 

assembled into four classes, viz., (I) Exploration, (ii) Description, (iii) Diagnosis, and (iv) 

Experimentation. An adaptable research plan which gives freedom to considering a wide range of parts 

of an issue is viewed as fitting if the motivation behind the research study is that of investigation. 
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Determining sample design:  

Every one of the things viable in any field of request establish a ‗universe' or ‗population'. A total 

count of the multitude of things in the ‗population' is known as an evaluation request. It very well may 

be assumed that in such a request when every one of the things are covered no component of chance is 

left and most noteworthy exactness is acquired. However, by and by this may not be valid. Indeed, even 

the smallest component of predisposition in such a request will get bigger and bigger as the quantity of 

perceptions increments Moreover, it is extremely unlikely of checking the component of inclination or 

its degree besides through a resurvey or utilization of test checks. 

Collecting the data: 

In managing any genuine issue it is frequently discovered that information nearby are deficient, and 

consequently, it gets important to gather information that are suitable. There are a few different ways of 

gathering the suitable information which contrast significantly in setting of cash expenses, time and 

different assets at the removal of the researcher. Essential information can be gathered either through 

analyze or through study. In the event that the researcher leads a trial, he notices some quantitative 

estimations, or the information, with the assistance of which he analyzes reality contained in his 

hypothesis. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Capital Adequacy Ratio 

It is likewise called CRAR-Capital to Risk-weighted Assets Ratio. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI), as 

of now recommends a base capital of 9% of hazard weighted resources, which is higher than the 

universally endorsed level of 8%. Most banks in India have a capital ampleness of more than 12 %.  

It is the proportion of a bank's financial strength communicated by the proportion of its capital (total 

assets and subjected obligation) to its danger weighted credit openness (advances).  

Most banks in India have a capital ampleness of more than 12 %. A bank with a higher capital 

sufficiency is considered more secure since, supposing that its advances turn sour, it can compensate 

for it from its total assets.  

Level I capital is additionally alluded to as centre capital. This incorporates value capital and uncovered 

reserves.  

This part of a bank's capital basically effectively absorbs misfortunes without a bank requiring stopping 

exchanging. 

Capital fund:  

Capital comprehensive of Tier-I and Tier-II capital, i.e., centre capital and advantageous capital 

separately. Level I capital involves gave, bought in and settled up capital, legal reserves, capital 

reserves, share premium. Income and different reserves including venture vacillation reserve and 

equilibrium in P&L account. Level II capital includes unstable, redeemable and nonconvertible 

debentures.  
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Risk Weighted assts and different openings :- [(Assets x Risk Weight) + (wobbly sheet Items (for 

example unforeseen credit openness) x transformation factors)] 

Table no. 1 

 

Graph no. 1 

 

In SBI, Capital Adequacy Ratio is 14.25% during the year 2008-09. This ratio addressed diminishing 

pattern during the investigation time frame and diminished up to even out of 12.92% in the year 2012-

13. This shows net lessening of 1.33% when contrasted with the year 2008-09. The normal of this ratio 

during the investigation time frame is 13.28%.  

In PNB, Capital Adequacy Ratio is 14.03% during the year 2008-09. This ratio addressed diminishing 

pattern during the investigation time frame and diminished up to even out of 12.72% in the year 2012-

13. This shows net lessening of 1.31% when contrasted with the year 2008-09. The normal of this ratio 

during the investigation time frame is 13.19%.  

In BoB, Capital Adequacy Ratio is 14.05% during the year 2008-09. This ratio addressed diminishing 

pattern during the investigation time frame and diminished up to even out of 13.30% in the year 2012-

13. This shows net abatement of 0.75% when contrasted with the year 2008-09. The normal of this ratio 

during the examination time frame is 14.18%.  
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In BoI, Capital Adequacy Ratio is 13.01% during the year 2008-09. This ratio addressed diminishing 

pattern during the investigation time frame and diminished up to even out of 11.02% in the year 2012-

13. This shows net decline of 1.99% when contrasted with the year 2008-09. The normal of this ratio 

during the examination time frame is 12.22%.  

In Corp Bank, Capital Adequacy Ratio is 13.61% during the year 2008-09. This ratio addressed 

diminishing pattern during the investigation time frame and diminished up to even out of 12.33% in the 

year 2012-13. This shows net abatement of 1.28% when contrasted with the year 2008-09. The normal 

of this ratio during the examination time frame is 13.68%  

In ICICI Bank, Capital Adequacy Ratio is 15.53% during the year 2008-09. This ratio addressed 

expanding pattern during the examination time frame and expanded up to even out of 18.74% in the 

year 2012-13. This shows net increment of 3.21% when contrasted with the year 2008-09. The normal 

of this ratio during the investigation time frame is 18.35%.  

In HDFC Bank, Capital Adequacy Ratio is 15.69% during the year 2008-09. This ratio addressed 

expanding pattern during the investigation time frame and expanded up to even out of 16.80% in the 

year 2012-13. This shows net increment of 1.11% when contrasted with the year 2008-09. The normal 

of this ratio during the examination time frame is 16.53%.  

In Axis Bank, Capital Adequacy Ratio is 13.69% during the year 2008-09. This ratio addressed 

expanding pattern during the investigation time frame and expanded up to even out of 17.00% in the 

year 2012-13. This shows net increment of 3.31% when contrasted with the year 2008-09. The normal 

of this ratio during the investigation time frame is 14.56%.  

In Kotak Mahindra Bank, Capital Adequacy Ratio is 20.01% during the year 2008-09. This ratio 

addressed diminishing pattern during the examination time frame and diminished up to even out of 

16.05% in the year 2012-13. This shows net abatement of 3.96% when contrasted with the year 2008-

09. The normal of this ratio during the investigation time frame is 18.37%  

In Yes Bank, Capital Adequacy Ratio is 16.60% during the year 2008-09. This ratio addressed 

expanding pattern during the investigation time frame and expanded up to even out of 18.30% in the 

year 2012-13. This shows net increment of 1.70% when contrasted with the year 2008-09. The normal 

of this ratio during the investigation time frame is 17.98%.  

Thus, we can see that Capital Adequacy Ratio is expanding for the greater part of private sector banks, 

while it is diminishing for all public sector banks. The most noteworthy normal capital adequacy ratio 

is 14.18% of BoB under public sector banks, though it is 18.37% of Kotak Mahindra Bank under 

private sector banks. 

F-Test [ANOVAs]: Capital Adequacy Ratio 

Null Hypothesis (H0): “There is no importance contrast in Capital Adequacy Ratio of banks under 

investigation.” 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): “There is an importance contrast in Capital Adequacy Ratio of banks 

under examination." 
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Level Of Significance: 5 per cent  

Critical Value: 5.317655 

Degree Of Freedom: 9 

 

ANOVA  : Single Factor 

Summary 

 

ANOVA 

 

Interpretation:  

From the above computation Calculated worth of F=23.12403 and Critical Value of F = ±5.317655. 

Here invalid hypothesis falls under the dismissal district of the basic value=±5.317655 with the goal 

that invalid hypothesis is dismissed so there is critical contrast in capital adequacy ratio of banks under 

investigation. 

CONCLUSION 

Capital Adequacy Ratio was similarly higher than RBI rule in completely chose banks under 

examination. Normal Capital Adequacy Ratio of chose public sector banks is 13.31%, though it is 

17.16% of chosen private sector banks. Every one of the banks are keeping up CAR over 9% which is 
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least endorsed by RBI. Notwithstanding, CAR of private sector banks are on higher side than public 

sector banks. ANOVA Hypothesis additionally proposes that there is a huge distinction in CAR of 

chose public sector banks and private sector banks.  

In the present business sectors, acknowledge hazard along for market hazard and operational danger are 

the genuine difficulties before banks. As an impact of advancement, privatization and globalization 

strategy there have not exclusively been fast development in the quantity of banking foundations in the 

country, however the banking skyline of the nation has likewise changed essentially. Considering the 

way that the public sector banks that have been working in a very ensured financial climate and may 

miss out in the rush of contest from old and new private sector banks in India. 
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